
iServer for the Financial Services Sector
iServer is a leading software platform that is used by hundreds of organizations around the world to implement their 
business and IT transformation plans. iServer is a flexible, configurable tool that enables organizations to continue to use 
Microsoft Visio as their modeling environment. As well as providing a platform for collaboration, iServer provides seamless 
integration to the full Office Suite. The platform’s maturity make it a solid choice for the financial services industry.

Cut Costs 

iServer’s central repository provides visibility into how 
the business strategy interacts with the IT strategy and 
systems, allowing for better alignment between the two. By 
leveraging iServer’s powerful Impact Analysis Visualization 
tool, the EA department can provide valuable insights 
to help decision making. What’s more, thanks to the 
platform’s road mapping tools, Portfolio Managers and 
Architects can prioritize areas of investment and ensure 
programs are not duplicated.  

Reduce Risk 

iServer users have the option of having the solution 
deployed with a preconfigured repository for standards 
such as TOGAF, CMMI, or COBIT 5. This, coupled 
with the platform’s governance features including 
approval workflows and limiting visibility based on 
permissions, means standards can be easily enforced and 
communicated to the wider enterprise or made available 
for audit purposes.   
 
Minimize Complexity  
Financial services organizations often have extremely 
complex environments that have evolved organically 
to include new systems alongside legacy ones. This 
information typically exists in ungoverned MS Office and 

Visio formats that span many sources and document 
versions. To solve all these challenges, iServer acts as 
a unique source of truth where information is easily 
accessible, searchable and always up to date. 

Increase Organizational Agility 

Technology is pushing all industries to innovate at an ever-
increasing rate. Financial Service companies are witnessing 
major changes to the business strategies and technologies 
that are at the core of their growth, including Digitization, 
Big Data, and AI. To ensure these efforts create maximum 
value for your organization, iServer enables IT and business 
stakeholders to work more closely together in the pursuit 
of innovation and successful business transformation. 

Benefits For Financial Services Organizations

iServer USA Finance Customers

To find out how iServer can 
tackle your organization’s 

problems why not 
BOOK A DEMO, 

or call our USA team direct 
on +1 (212) 634 9535

https://www.orbussoftware.com/
https://www.orbussoftware.com/products/iserver/book-demonstration/
https://www.orbussoftware.com/products/iserver/book-demonstration/


View all the reviews here...

‘More Reviews than any other  
EA Vendor’

‘More 5 Star Reviews than any other 
EA Vendor’

‘99% Recommendation Rating’

‘4.5 out of 5’

Capability on a Page Business Capability Model, MIRA-B BIAN Service Landscape

www.orbussoftware.com

Finance is a highly regulated space. You need to be able to demonstrate compliance and also prevent any security breach 
that might cause severe financial and reputation losses. iServer offers a pre-configured repository and meta-model for a 
number of industry frameworks and standards including but not limited to: 

      CMMI     BIAN    MIRA-B    APQC PCF   ISO standards   
      ACORD     Basel III   COSO ICIF   FAIR    PCI DSS

* As of 13th July 2017, Orbus Software has an Overall Rating of 4.5 out of 5 in the 
Enterprise Architecture Tools market, based on 93 reviews. Don’t take our word for 
it! We think customer reviews are the ultimate endorsement. Gartner Peer Insights 
provides an independent feedback platform for Enterprise Architecture tools.

Industry Frameworks & Standards

* 

Customer Journey Map 

*Click on the images for more detail.

https://www.gartner.com/reviews/market/enterprise-architecture-tools/vendor/orbus-software?industry=9855
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